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ABSTRACT

The prosperity of Ethereum attracts many users to send transactions
and trade crypto assets. However, this has also given rise to a
new form of transaction-based phishing scam, named TxPhish.
Specifically, tempted by high profits, users are tricked into visiting
fake websites and signing transactions that enable scammers to
steal their crypto assets. The past year has witnessed 11 large-scale
TxPhish incidents causing a total loss of more than $70 million.

In this paper, we conduct the first empirical study of TxPhish on
Ethereum, encompassing the process of a TxPhish campaign and
details of phishing transactions. To detect TxPhish websites and
extract phishing accounts automatically, we present TxPhishScope,
which dynamically visits the suspicious websites, triggers transac-
tions, and simulates results. Between November 25, 2022, and July
31, 2023, we successfully detected and reported 26,333 TxPhish
websites and 3,486 phishing accounts. Among all of documented
TxPhish websites, 78.9% of them were first reported by us, making
TxPhishScope the largest TxPhish website detection system. More-
over, we provided criminal evidence of four phishing accounts and
their fund flow totaling $1.5 million to aid in the recovery of funds
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for the victims. In addition, we identified bugs in six Ethereum
projects and received appreciation.

Based on the detection results, we perform a comprehensive
study of TxPhish websites and phishing accounts. Our study re-
veals that TxPhish websites have a short lifespan, low cost, and
fast update frequency. Besides, Our analysis of phishing fund flow
demonstrates that 54.0% of phishing funds ($43.7 million) flowed
into centralized exchanges, where the identity of owners could be
traced. Our research can serve as a valuable reference for Ethereum
service providers to safeguard their users against TxPhish and
assist in the recovery of victims’ crypto assets.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Recent years have seen a significant growth of Decentralized Fi-
nance (DeFi) based on blockchain. Ethereum is the second gener-
ation of blockchain platforms, which supports both peer-to-peer
transactions and program execution, in the form of smart con-
tracts [67]. Based on these properties, developers can issue tokens 1
and build decentralized applications (DApps). Due to these features,

1We use the term "token" to denote users’ crypto assets on a blockchain.
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Ethereum is attracting significant investments from a large num-
ber of users. As of August 2023, the Total Value Locked (TVL) in
Ethereum has exceeded $24.1 billion, representing 58.1% of the total
TVL [60] in the DeFi sector.
Definition of TxPhish. As users trade tokens by sending trans-
actions on Ethereum, a new form of phishing scam has emerged.
Unlike traditional ones that target victims’ personal or financial
information [74, 84, 85, 96, 97], this type of phishing steals users’ as-
sets through transactions. Specifically, scammers trick victims into
signing transactions or messages 2 that enable them to withdraw
the victims’ tokens in transactions. Since the phishing scam mainly
involves victims’ signing transactions, we name it TxPhish in this
paper. Between February 2022 and April 2023, we have witnessed
11 significant TxPhish incidents [8–10, 14, 15, 31–33, 38, 56, 64],
which led to a collective loss of more than $70 million.

The whole process of a TxPhish campaign generally consists
of several steps. To begin with, scammers lure users to visit phish-
ing websites and connect their wallets. The scam program then
searches for valuable tokens in the user’s account and creates a
phishing transaction. Users are led to believe that the transaction
can generate profits and blindly sign it. Consequently, their tokens
are swiftly drained.
Existing solutions to combat TxPhish. To fight phishing scams
on Ethereum, several Web3 service providers [37, 44] and security
organizations [25, 39] have set up lists of phishing domains and
accounts. The source of these lists mainly relies on users’ reports,
which can be divided into three categories. The first type is victims’
evidence of being deceived [54]. The second type consists of fake
advertising on social platforms [52]. The third type is from Web3
security researchers manually searching for websites that share the
same code hash features with known phishing sites [53].

However, the above methods cannot block a significant number
of TxPhish websites in time. First, since phishing websites would
go offline quickly after being spread out, the former two methods
are too late to block them. Consequently, many websites have been
taken down by the time they are reported. Second, as the toolkit of
TxPhishwebsites is continually and rapidly updated, the code hash
feature mapping can be bypassed easily, which makes the third
method fall short in the detection scale of TxPhish websites. Our
collected data shows that, from September 1, 2022, to November 1,
2022, only around 34 TxPhish websites were reported per day in
Chainabuse [26], the state-of-the-art Web3 anti-phishing platform.
Third, existing methods are all based on manual work. Since scam-
mers can launch phishing websites at any time, it is important to
deploy a detection system that can identify them promptly. Besides,
the information of phishing accounts is neglected in most cases. The
above three methods all focus on detecting and reporting domains
of TxPhish websites. Only those phishing accounts deceiving mil-
lions of dollars would be reported in some cases. Nevertheless,
uncovering phishing accounts is helpful for safeguarding users and
recovering funds for victims. In summary, an automated system that

can detect a large number of TxPhish websites timely and extract

phishing accounts simultaneously is in need.

2For simplicity, we would use the term "phishing transactions" to refer to both phishing
messages and transactions, which users are deceived to sign, in the following sections.

TxPhishScope. Although the phishing websites are evolving con-
stantly, we observe that the process of TxPhish is generally fixed.
So we propose a system to detect TxPhish websites by dynami-

cally triggering and simulating transactions, named as TxPhishScope.
To begin with, it retrieves domains from real-time registered cer-
tificates via Certificate Transparency (CT) [22]. Then, it assesses
whether these domains are related to Ethereum by analyzing both
the domain and web page content. Next, TxPhishScope dynamically
visits the target website, connects to the wallet, and clicks on the
token trade button to trigger a transaction. Finally, it simulates the
execution of the transaction [47] and employs rigorous logic rules
to determine whether it is a phishing transaction. When detecting
phishing transactions, TxPhishScope would automatically save the
evidence chain, including screenshots, source codes of websites,
and details of phishing transactions for reporting purposes.

We have deployed TxPhishScope to perform a large-scale detec-
tion of TxPhish websites for over eight months. To block detected
TxPhish websites and prevent users’ losses, we verify the evidence
chain and report them to two reputable entities: MetaMask [44], the
most popular Ethereum wallet, and Forta [39], a real-time detection
network for security monitoring of blockchain activity. Addition-
ally, we report the phishing accounts to Etherscan [37], the most
popular browser on Ethereum. From November 25, 2022, to July 31,
2023, we reported 26,333 TxPhish websites and 3,486 phishing
accounts with no false positives. Among them, 93.1% of TxPhish
websites are first discovered by us. Our collected data from Meta-
Mask and Chainabuse shows that 78.9% of all TxPhishwebsites are
first reported by us. To the best of our knowledge, TxPhishScope is
the largest real-time detection system of TxPhish websites. What’s
more, we provided criminal evidence of four phishing accounts
and their fund flow of $1.5 million to aid in the recovery of funds
for victims. Besides, our system has also helped to identify bugs in
six Ethereum projects, avoiding potential user losses and receiving
appreciation.
Measurements. After understanding the implementation details
of TxPhishScope, scammers may try to develop specific techniques
aimed at bypassing our detection mechanisms. Nevertheless, we
have gathered a significant volume of data for the purpose of mea-
surements. To gain further insights into the ecosystem, we conduct
a comprehensive analysis of TxPhish websites from three different
aspects, namely lifespan, cost, and update frequency. Our observa-
tions reveal that the average online duration of a TxPhish website
is 113 hours. Although the website would go offline quickly, the
same phishing account may appear in another one. Statistically, we
identify 445 phishing accounts that appear across different web-
sites for over a month. To save costs, scammers prefer to register
free certificates and host multiple websites under the same parent
domain. We have discovered 6,754 such websites that share 673
parent domains. Shockingly, the cost of setting up a phishing web-
site can be as low as $0.13. Furthermore, given the rapid emergence
of new Web3 projects and technologies, the imitation targets of
TxPhish websites change accordingly with the hot events (from
TrustPad [61], Blur [21], zksync [70], Arbitrum [16], AIDOGE [12],
to pepe [50]).

Finally, to assist in the recovery of funds for victims, we conduct
a comprehensive analysis of phishing fund flow. To achieve this,
we summarize common techniques used to handle phishing funds,
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including exchanging through centralized exchanges (CEXs) and
laundering money via mixers or cross-chain bridges. In addition,
we collect 10,705 incoming transactions for 630 active phishing
accounts and build a fund flow graph for each account. Unlike
Ethereum attacks causing millions of dollars to be lost, phishing
scams typically only earn a few thousand dollars from a single ac-
count. Although the identity of the fund owners in CEXs could be
traced, it is challenging for all victims to collect their evidence and
jointly contact the authorities. So scammers prefer to directly ex-
change phishing funds via CEXs. Our results show that of the $80.8
million phishing funds, 54.0% flowed into centralized exchanges,
while only 14.7% flowed into mixers or cross-chain bridges. We also
discover several accounts that received large amounts of phishing
funds, which remain unprocessed as of August 10, 2023. Further-
more, we observe that scammers transferred $2.7 million to an
online casino service [58], which is also a form of money laundering
that is difficult to trace.
Contributions. Despite extensive research efforts to detect and
measure phishing websites [72, 74–76, 84, 88–90, 92–97, 100, 102,
107, 109], to the best of our knowledge, we have not found any
existing literature that specifically addresses TxPhish websites on
Ethereum. Our work aims to fill this gap. In addition, TxPhishScope
can be deployed continuously to detect more TxPhishwebsites and
reveal more attributes of them. We hope that our work can serve
as a guide to help Ethereum service providers protect their users
from phishing scams and aid in the recovery of victims’ tokens.
Our contributions are summarized as follows.
• We first systematize TxPhish on Ethereum, covering both the

process of a TxPhish campaign and details of phishing transac-
tions.

• We build the largest TxPhish website detection system, named
TxPhishScope. Our collected data shows that 78.9% of TxPhish
websites are first reported by us.

• We conduct a comprehensive measurement of TxPhishwebsites,
focusing on their lifespan, cost, and update frequency.

• We summarize common techniques used for handling phishing
funds and make a thorough analysis of fund flow targets.

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 Ethereum Basics

Ethereum is a decentralized blockchain platform [67] that enables
developers to deploy decentralized applications (DApps). It uses
Ether (ETH) as its native token to facilitate transactions and pay for
computations. Ethereum is currently the second-largest blockchain
network by market capitalization, following Bitcoin.
Accounts. There are two types of accounts [73] in Ethereum: Ex-
ternally Owned Accounts (EOAs) and Contract Accounts (CAs).
EOAs are controlled by private keys, which allow users to access
their funds and execute transactions. In contrast, CAs are controlled
by the code of their associated smart contracts, which define the
rules and logic for executing transactions. Note that, both types of
accounts can hold ETH and other tokens.
Transactions. In Ethereum, transactions are signed messages used
to transfer tokens, invoke smart contract functions, or deploy smart
contracts. Essentially, Ethereum is a global state machine [73] that
can be modified by these transactions.

Table 1: Approval and Transfer Functions
3
of ERC-20, ERC-

721, and ERC-1151 Interfaces
4
. Approval functions grant

permission for the transfer of a user’s tokens to another

account, while Transfer functions actually move the user’s

tokens to the designated account.

Approval Functions Transfer Functions

ERC-20 Approve TransferFrom

(spender, value) (from, to, value)

NFT
ERC-721 Approve TransferFrom

(approved, tokenId) (from, to, tokenId)

ERC-1155 SetApprovalForAll SafeTransferFrom

(operator, approved) (from, to, id, value, data)

Smart contracts. Smart contracts in Ethereum are immutable pro-
grams that run on the blockchain. They consist of a set of functions
and data, which are stored at a unique Ethereum address. To in-
teract with a smart contract, a user can initiate transactions that
contain specific parameters to execute its functions.
Wallets.Within the Web3 cryptocurrency ecosystem, users typi-
cally rely on digital wallets to manage their private keys and launch
transactions. These wallets can be categorized into two types: soft-
ware wallets and hardware wallets. Software wallets encompass
desktop, mobile, and web extension wallets. Among them, Meta-
Mask [44] is the most widely used Ethereum wallet with over 30
million monthly active users [5].

2.2 Ethereum Tokens

Ethereum allows developers to create and issue tokens, which can
be used for purposes like fundraising, rewards, or voting. Specif-
ically, a token is a unit of value created and managed with smart
contracts. These tokens are tracked using a mapping in the smart
contract code, which records the relationship between accounts and
tokens. And tokens can be categorized into fungible (each token
is equivalent to the others) and non-fungible tokens (each token
is unique and distinct). Generally, the fundamental functions for
managing tokens can be divided into two categories: approval and
transfer functions. As can be seen from Table 1, approval functions
authorize another account to control user tokens, while transfer
functions move user tokens to a different account.
ERC-20 Tokens.Most of the fungible token contracts follow the
ERC-20 [1] interface, such as USDT, USDC, or WETH. Since each
token is identical to the others, the parameter value represents how
many tokens users can authorize or transfer.
Non-Fungible Tokens (NFT). Currently, most NFT contracts uti-
lize the ERC-721 [3] and ERC-1155 [2] interfaces. ERC-721 Tokens
are unique and distinct digital assets that are typically utilized to
represent collectibles or artwork. While in the case of ERC-1155
Tokens, NFTs with the same ID are identical and can be used to
represent a variety of assets, including in-game items or reward
points.

3For simplicity, we provide just a few functions as examples.
4"Ethereum Requests for Comments (ERCs)" are technical proposals and standards
created by developers to define the functionality and interfaces of smart contracts in
the Ethereum ecosystem.
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2.3 Phishing Scams on Ethereum

With the rapid development of the Ethereum economy, various
types of phishing scams have emerged. These scams can appear
in various forms, including fake websites, emails, apps [6], and
social media messages that mimic legitimate Ethereum services and
platforms. Then users are tricked into revealing their mnemonics [7]
or signing transactions [4] to transfer their funds. Among these
scams, TxPhish happens almost every day [36] and causes millions
of dollars in losses [11].

2.4 Anti-phishing Measures on Ethereum

To combat phishing scams on Ethereum, MetaMask has established
a list of phishing domains [36]. Users will be restricted from access-
ing phishing websites recorded in the list, in which case a blocking
page would be displayed. Besides, Users can search for and re-
port phishing domains in Chainabuse [26], which is the largest
Web3 anti-phishing platform for recording and tracking fraudulent
cryptocurrency scams. Meanwhile, Forta has developed a scam
detector [40] designed to gather phishing reports and allow users
to query labels associated with Ethereum accounts or URLs. In
addition, Etherscan [37], the most popular browser on Ethereum,
also labels phishing accounts to caution users about the associated
risks.

At present, Ethereum phishing reports can be divided into three
categories. The first category consists of reports submitted by vic-
tims of phishing [54], who provide evidence of having been de-
ceived. The second type contains fake advertising on social plat-
forms such as Twitter, Instagram, and Discord, where both phishing
and legitimate project websites are provided for comparison [52].
The third category is derived from Web3 security researchers man-
ually searching for fake official websites that share the same code
features with known phishing sites [53]. Upon discovering sites
that employ the same phishing toolkits with urlscan [62], the re-
searchers would report them as phishing sites.

2.5 Limitations of Existing Solutions

However, the aforementioned approaches cannot block a significant
number of TxPhish websites in time. Besides, phishing accounts
are also overlooked in most cases.
Many websites have gone offline when reported. The first two
methods are too late to prevent the proliferation of TxPhish web-
sites, as they have been spread out widely. Moreover, sometimes the
websites have already been taken down when they are reported. For
these cases, scammers may have launched new TxPhish websites
and would likely disseminate them at once.
The number of reported TxPhish websites is limited. Al-
though the last approach identifies TxPhish websites based on
their static code features, it can still be easily bypassed by applying
a different phishing toolkit. To illustrate this point, we have col-
lected statistics on TxPhish websites reported in Chainabuse [26]
from September 1, 2022, to November 1, 2022. We find that there
were only 2,081 TxPhish website reports, around 34 per day, which
is significantly lower than the number of websites detected by
TxPhishScope.
Detecting TxPhish websites are all based on manual work.

All of the above-mentioned methods rely on individuals’ efforts

Figure 1: Workflow of a TxPhish Campaign

to manually identify TxPhish websites. However, scammers can
launch them at any moment, which highlights the need for an
automated system that can detect TxPhish websites at any time.
The information of phishing accounts is neglected. Currently,
the majority of phishing reports center solely on domains of Tx-
Phish websites, neglecting to uncover the actual phishing trans-
actions. Yet, it is the phishing account that ultimately receives all
the tokens from victims. It’s common to find the same phishing
account repeatedly surfacing on various websites. Consequently,
keeping a record of these phishing accounts can prove to be an
effective approach in safeguarding users from TxPhish websites.
Furthermore, by examining a phishing account’s history transac-
tions, we can gain insights into the flow of funds and potentially
assist victims in recovering their lost funds.

3 ANATOMY OF TXPHISH

In order to gain a preliminary understanding of the TxPhish cam-
paigns, we select 11 large-scaleTxPhish eventsmentioned above [8–
10, 14, 15, 31–33, 38, 56, 64], which resulted in a total loss of more
than $70 million. Furthermore, we have gathered a total of 642 Tx-
Phish incident reports from several Web3 security companies [19,
20, 23]. In this section, we would first describe the entire process of
a TxPhish campaign. Then, we would analyze the types of phishing
transactions and the signing methods used when victims visit these
websites. These efforts can serve as a theoretical basis for detecting
TxPhish websites.

3.1 Process of a TxPhish Campaign

As depicted in Figure 1, the entire process of a TxPhish campaign
consists of five steps. We would provide a thorough description of
them in the following paragraphs.
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Figure 2: Types of phishing transactions

Scammer spreads fakewebsites.Generally, the scammer dissemi-
nates fraudulent websites on social platforms like Twitter, Telegram,
Instagram, or Discord. Additionally, they may inject malicious ad-
vertisements containing phishing websites into Google Search [31].
To reach more users, the scammer would impersonate well-known
projects or compromise their official accounts directly. And we
discover that 24.6% of phishing incidents resulted from popular
project accounts being hacked.
Victim clicks and connects wallets. Attracted by words like
"FREE CLAIM", the victim would visit the phishing website without
in-depth thinking. Since many fraudulent websites are generated
with website copy tools, they appear identical to legitimate ones.
As a result, the victim connects the wallet quickly.
Phishing website creates a phishing transaction or message.

Once the victim’s account address is obtained, the frontend pro-
gram in the phishing website uses free APIs, like OpenSea [49],
Moralis [48], and Alchemy [13], to scan for valuable tokens. Fol-
lowing this, a phishing transaction or message is created to steal
the victim’s most prized tokens.
Victim signs the phishing transaction ormessage.As the phish-
ing website is well disguised, the victim fails to distinguish it from
the legitimate one and mistakenly signs the phishing transaction.
Sometimes, the scammer entices the victim to sign a message that
enables them to withdraw tokens via transactions.
Scammer withdraws the victim’s tokens and cashes them out.

After receiving the victim’s tokens, the scammer would cash them
out from centralized cryptocurrency exchanges, like Binance [18] or
Coinbase [27]. In some cases, to conceal the ultimate destination of
the victim’s tokens, the scammer would first launder these tokens.

3.2 Analysis of Phishing Transactions

As previously stated, after retrieving the victim’s account address,
the phishing website proceeds to send a phishing transaction. In
addition, the parameters of the phishing transaction are determined
by the value of the victim’s tokens. Specifically, if it is unfeasible
to withdraw all tokens belonging to users, the phishing transac-
tion would prioritize those with the highest value. And a detailed
analysis of phishing transactions is as follows.

3.2.1 Types of Phishing Transactions. Figure 2 provides a summary
of phishing transactions for different victims, including transfer,
approval, and zero-dollar purchase phishing. Generally, victims’ to-
kens would be transferred to a phishing account for funds handling
in Section 6.
Transfer phishing. In transfer phishing, the victim is tempted
to transfer ETH or ERC20 tokens to a phishing account, which
corresponds to type a and b illustrated in Figure 2. The former is a
transaction directly sending ETH to the phishing account. While
the latter one is a transaction sending ERC20 tokens to the phishing
account via invoking TransferFrom in the token contract.
Approval phishing. Type c in Figure 2 depicts the process of
approval phishing. Specifically, The victim is lured to authorize a
phishing account to control his or her tokens via approval func-
tions like Approve or Permit. Then scammers invoke TransferFrom
to move the victim’s funds. In addition, to save gas fees, some
scammers deploy a contract to transfer multiple victims’ tokens in
one transaction. So approval phishing often involves two or more
phishing accounts.
Zero-dollar purchase phishing. Typically, users buy and sell
NFTs in marketplaces such as OpenSea [49] or Blur [21]. They
trade NFTs by signing orders and launching transactions. In zero-
dollar purchase phishing, the victim is deceived into signing an
order for a low price or even for free. With the order signature, the
scammer would launch transactions and fulfill orders to transfer
the victim’s tokens quickly. The phishing process is described in
Type d.

3.2.2 Signing Methods of Phishing Transactions. MetaMask [44]
offers several APIs for requesting signatures from users. Some of
them are exploited in phishing transactions to trick unsuspecting
victims.
eth_sendTransactions. This is the most basic way to sign and
send transactions on Ethereum. Users can view all the transaction
parameters in the popupwindow, including the target address of the
transaction, the amount of ETH sent, and function parameters if it
interacts with a contract. In contrast, the following twomethods are
invoked to sign a piece of data. Then scammers need to manually
launch transactions with the victims’ signatures to withdraw their
tokens.
eth_signTypedData. This method allows requesting users to sign
a readable data structure that can be verified on-chain [46]. Users
can see details of the struct in the popup window. And it is typically
invoked when users need to sign an order in marketplaces like
OpenSea [49] or Blur [21].
eth_sign. This method asks users to sign an arbitrary message,
which is a hexadecimal sequence in the popup window. Nonethe-
less, as signing a transaction is equivalent to signing its hash, a
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Figure 3: Components of TxPhishScope

phishing website can directly prompt users to sign the hash of a
phishing transaction. Since users are unable to recover transaction
parameters from the hash, they are unaware of the transaction’s
intended behavior. Due to its exploitation by scammers on phishing
websites, MetaMask has disabled eth_sign by default [45].

4 TXPHISHSCOPE

As mentioned in Section 2.5, there lacks an automated system that
can promptly detect large numbers of TxPhishwebsites and extract
phishing transactions. In order to detect and report TxPhish web-
sites effectively, we build a detection system, named TxPhishScope.
Figure 3 illustrates the overall architecture of TxPhishScope, includ-
ing a real-time certificate collector, website scanner, transaction
trigger, and transaction detector.

4.1 Real-time Certificate Collector

In order to prevent the broadcast of phishing websites on social
media, it is crucial to detect and block them as soon as possible.
Based on reports of the Anti-Phishing Working Group [51], Over
80% phishing websites use the HTTPS protocol. Generally, scam-
mers would deploy and launch phishing websites rapidly [74]. So
we propose to retrieve suspicious domains from real-time issued
certificates. To this end, we have deployed a certstream server [24]
to receive real-time updates from the Certificate Transparency 5

Log network [22].

4.2 Website Scanner

To efficiently sift through vast numbers of certificates and identify
potentially fraudulent domains, we first analyze 2,081 phishing
website reports collected in Section 2.4. In statistics, 72.8% of phish-
ing website certificates are issued by Let’s Encrypt. Besides, 40.0%
of phishing domains contain appealing Web3-related keywords like
"mint", "airdrop", and "nft". Furthermore, a staggering 93.8% of phish-
ing domains mimic the brand name of existing Ethereum projects
to lure victims. For comparative analysis, we gather the official web-
sites of the top 2,000 blockchain Dapps from DappRadar [34], which
offers comprehensive information about the most popular existing
Dapps. Among these legitimate websites, 47.1% of their certificates
are issued by Let’s Encrypt. And only 7.7% of them include the afore-
mentioned appealing keywords. Thus, we develop a feature-based
scoring algorithm as our initial strategy for identifying suspicious
domains.
Domain Scoring Algorithm. Algorithm 1 demonstrates the do-
main scoring process. To begin with, we assign the initial score
5Certificate Transparency (CT) is an Internet security standard, through which we can
monitor the issue of certificates.

Algorithm 1 Domain Scoring Algorithm
Input: 𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛: domain extracted from certificate;
1: 𝑐𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖 𝑓 𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒_𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑒𝑟 : certificate issuer extracted from certificate;
2: 𝑘𝑒𝑦𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑠: Web3-related keywords;
3: 𝑘𝑒𝑦𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑_𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 : score related with each keyword;
4: 𝑝𝑟𝑜 𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡_𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑠 : names of collected Ethereum projects;

Output: 𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛_𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒
5: initialize 𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛_𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 = 0;
6: if 𝑐𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖 𝑓 𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒_𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑒𝑟 == "Let’s Encrypt" then
7: 𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛_𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 += 20
8: end if

9: if 𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛 utilizes Punycode then
10: 𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛_𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 += 20
11: convert 𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛 to its regular form
12: end if

13: for 𝑘𝑒𝑦𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑 in 𝑘𝑒𝑦𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑠 do

14: if 𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛 contains 𝑘𝑒𝑦𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑 then

15: 𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛_𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 += 𝑘𝑒𝑦𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑_𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 [𝑘𝑒𝑦𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑]
16: end if

17: end for

18: initialize𝑚𝑎𝑥_𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 = 0
19: for 𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛 in 𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛 do

20: for 𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑒 in 𝑝𝑟𝑜 𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑠_𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑠 do

21: if 𝑚𝑎𝑥_𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 < Levenshtein(𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛, 𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑒) then
22: 𝑚𝑎𝑥_𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 = Levenshtein(𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛, 𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑒)
23: end if

24: end for

25: end for

26: 𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛_𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 +=𝑚𝑎𝑥_𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜*100
27: return 𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛_𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒

based on whether the website certificate is issued by Let’s Encrypt.
Additionally, we need to identify phishing domains that use Pun-
ycode to mimic top projects [74], such as xn–pple-43d.com for
apple.com, which are not present in any of the legitimate datasets
mentioned above. For these cases, we would convert them to reg-
ular domains and add scores correspondingly. Subsequently, we
add the score for the presence of Web3-related keywords such as
"mint", "airdrop", "nft", and "eth" in the domain. Finally, we deter-
mine the similarity ratio between each subdomain and names of
common Ethereum projects using the Levenshtein.ratio function,
and add the highest ratio multiplying 100 to the score. To this end,
we keep crawling names of tokens and projects from etherscan [37],
opensea [49], and real-time transactions. Now we have collected
41 keywords and 243,722 project names. Once a threshold of 90 is
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reached, the domain is flagged as suspicious. Our experimental data
shows that the domain scoring algorithm can successfully detect
94.8% of the phishing domains collected in Section 2.4.
Website Crawler. However, only a few numbers of the websites
flagged above are related to Ethereum, bringing unnecessary time
overhead for the following detection. Statistically, in around 35
million certificates received from the certstream server every day,
we could detect around two million suspicious domains. To further
reduce the number of false positives, we build a crawler to judge
whether a target website is related to Ethereum. Since the state of
the Ethereum network is constantly changing, any service operat-
ing on it must retrieve its current state. As a result, they are required
to utilize certain public APIs to query crucial information, such as
account state or token value. So our crawler would search for spe-
cific API-related keywords, like "moralis", "infura", and "alchemy",
in the source code of the target website. In some cases, phishing
websites may try to conceal their malicious behavior by saving their
phishing code in sublinks. To address this, our crawler is designed
to match recursively and thoroughly search all possible sublinks.
Assuming the phishing website would be launched in 24 hours,
our crawler would visit the website every eight hours during this
time period. After this step, the number of suspicious websites can
sharply decrease to around 4,000.

4.3 Transaction Trigger

Since the key feature of TxPhish is the phishing transaction, its re-
sult can be easily determined by retrieving its parameters. Therefore,
we propose to detect TxPhish websites based on their transactions.
And we would demonstrate the design of the transaction trigger in
this section.

As discussed in Section 3.1, the crucial steps in the TxPhish
process involve connecting the wallet and signing the transaction.
To swindle victims out of their tokens as soon as possible, the
phishing process must be streamlined and rapid. In the majority of
cases, the victim initially clicks on a "connect" button to link their
wallet. Subsequently, the phishing transaction appears after the
victim clicks on the "mint" button. Although the toolkits used by
phishing websites frequently change, the workflow of a TxPhish
campaign remains fixed.

Drawing from the aforementioned observations, we have de-
veloped the transaction trigger utilizing the puppeteer library [55].
Specifically, the transaction trigger camouflages itself as an ordi-
nary Web3 user and visits the suspicious website. In the initial
phase, it clicks on buttons containing keywords such as "connect"
to establish a connection with MetaMask. Subsequently, in the
second phase, it clicks on buttons containing keywords such as
"mint" or "claim" to execute the phishing transaction. To obtain the
transaction parameters, we intercept all signing methods provided
by MetaMask (version 10.21.2) and capture the parameters when
they are invoked. In certain scenarios, users are prompted to sign
a data structure via "eth_signTypedData," and we convert it to the
relevant transaction parameters according to its content.

In the cat-and-mouse game with anti-phishing systems, phishing
websites use various techniques to evade the detection of security
organizations [108]. It is the same for TxPhish websites. For exam-
ple, they maintain a list of IP addresses and Ethereum addresses,

which all reach a high visiting frequency. Then they regard those
addresses as anti-phishing detectors and block their access. Besides,
they pop up useless message windows to hide their phishing behav-
ior. In response, we suggest the following solutions that effectively
address these issues.
Setting up a proxy pool. Phishing websites commonly maintain
a list of blocked IP addresses that frequently access their platforms.
To avoid being identified and added to this list, we’ve set up a proxy
pool with 55 nodes. We randomly select a different proxy every 3
minutes. In addition, IP addresses of these proxies are also updated
dynamically.
Setting up an account pool.We’ve also found that the phishing
transaction won’t appear when the transaction trigger uses a single
Ethereum address for a long time. To circumvent this, we’ve created
a pool of accounts with various token types (including ETH, ERC20,
and ERC721 tokens).When visiting phishing websites, we randomly
choose an Ethereum address from the pool. We also update the
account pool dynamically.
Continuously signing until phishing transactions emerge.

Phishing websites often ask users to sign several meaningless mes-
sages, such as "Hello," to behave like a legitimate Ethereum project.
Moreover, to avoid triggering anti-phishing systems, the phishing
transaction won’t appear until you sign each message individually.
Asmentioned in Section 3.2.2, the default settings ofMetaMask offer
only two types of methods to sign transactions. By contrast, signing
useless messages will invoke other methods, like ’personal_sign’,
which are not applicable for sending transactions. So, in our system,
we would also automatically sign these messages continuously after
verifying their invoking methods.

4.4 Transaction Detector

Once the transaction parameters are retrieved, the next step is to
conduct a simulation execution to determine the transaction’s re-
sults. For this purpose, we utilize Mopsus [47], an industry-leading
transaction pre-execution service provided by BlockSec [20]. Through
Mopsus, we are able to obtain a comprehensive overview of the
potential profit and loss associated with the transaction.
Detection criteria I: sending or approving tokens to an EOA

with nothing in return. As stated in Section 3.2.1, the phishing
transaction is designed to withdraw all of the victim’s valuable
tokens. Since the transaction trigger clicks the "mint", "buy", and
"claim" buttons, it means that users should receive new tokens after
making a payment. Besides, in a legitimate project on Ethereum,
the official account must be an open-source contract address (CA),
which allows users to understand how their tokens are processed
and trust the project. Therefore, we consider transactions that send
or approve tokens to an Externally Owned Account (EOA) but
receive nothing in return as phishing transactions. This indicates
that the user has fallen victim to a scam.
Detection criteria II: requesting all tokens from accounts

with various token types. Nevertheless, the aforementioned de-
tection criteria is inadequate in encompassing all scenarios. For
example, there are some TxPhishwebsites requesting users to send
ETH to a customized phishing contract [35]. Since phishing web-
sites are unable to foresee the type of victims’ tokens, they will
indiscriminately steal all tokens present in the victims’ accounts.
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Table 2: Evaluation Results of different components in Tx-

PhishScope.

TP FP TN FN Precision Recall

C1 6 5634 4758 1679 632 54.2% 89.9%
C2 7 5365 4020 2417 901 57.2% 85.6%
C3 8 5135 0 6437 1131 100.0% 82.0%

TxPhishScope 4721 0 6437 1545 100.0% 75.3%

As a result, when we switch to an account holding ERC20 tokens
or NFTs in these phishing websites, we are prompted to transfer or
approve the respective tokens to an account. Therefore, if a website
requests all tokens from accounts holding different types of tokens,
we also categorize related transactions as phishing transactions.

To save evidence of TxPhish websites, we would store source
codes of the website, screenshots, and parameters of the phish-
ing transaction. Additionally, we would leverage urlscan [62] to
conduct scans on all identified TxPhish websites. This will enable
individuals to search the scan results for more information.

4.5 Evaluation of TxPhishScope

To demonstrate the precision and recall metrics of different compo-
nents in TxPhishScope, we collect relevant datasets and conduct
experiments.
TxPhish website dataset. As Chainabuse [25] provides public
Ethereum phishing reports [26] that are thoroughly verified by
maintainers, we extract TxPhish websites from this valuable re-
source. We consider any report that includes details about phishing
websites and associated accounts as a TxPhish report. Specifically,
we collect 6,266 TxPhishwebsites from reports spanning the period
between February 1, 2023, and July 31, 2023.
Benignwebsite dataset.We collect 6,437 official websites of dapps
across 10 widely used blockchains from CoinMarketCap [29], Dap-
pRadar [34] and CoinGecko [28], which are reputable Web3 data
providers. In detail, the benign dataset comprises 2,683 Ethereum
projects, 1,606 BNB projects, 502 Polygon projects, 468 Solana
projects, 329 Avalanche projects, 285 Arbitrum projects, 211 Fan-
tom projects, 175 TRON projects, 92 Cronos projects, and 86 Klaytn
projects.
Evaluation details.We evaluate the Website Scanner and Trans-
action Trigger & Detector with the above datasets. Since some
TxPhish websites have gone offline when reported, we fail to ver-
ify whether our tool is capable of detecting them. For simplicity,
we assume that TxPhish websites with the same phishing accounts
utilize identical toolkits, including the same type of website files,
phishing transactions and logic of triggering transactions. For an
offline TxPhish report, if the website is not found in our database
while the same phishing account exists in our database, we consider
the Website Crawler and Transaction Trigger & Detector in our
tool are capable of detecting them.
Evaluation results. Table 2 presents the precision and recall ratio
of different components in TxPhishScope. Given that a legitimate
Web3 project cannot produce phishing transactions as mentioned

6We refer to Domain Scoring Algorithm as C1 for short.
7We refer to Website Crawler as C2 for short.
8We refer to Transaction Trigger & Detector as C3 for short.
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Figure 4: Number of TxPhishWebsites Detected by TxPhish-

Scope from November 25, 2022, to July 31, 2023. TxPhish-

Scope identifies around 105.8 TxPhish websites every day.

in Section 4.4, we don’t discover any false positives generated by
TxPhishScope during the evaluation. Meanwhile, TxPhishScope
exhibits a detection rate of 75.3% for TxPhish websites within
the dataset. In addition, as we continually optimize TxPhishScope
to identify more TxPhish websites, the inability to detect certain
TxPhishwebsites in the past does not imply a failure to detect them
now. Nevertheless, due to the short lifespan of phishing websites,
we are unable to reevaluate TxPhishScope using historical data.
Therefore, the recall ratio of TxPhishScope in the evaluation may
not accurately reflect its true effectiveness. And in Section 4.6, we
deploy TxPhishScope for over eight months to demonstrate its
efficiency in detecting TxPhish websites.

4.6 Discovering TxPhishWebsites in the Wild

To detect TxPhish websites on a large scale and protect users,
we have deployed TxPhishScope for over eight months. Figure 4
shows the number of TxPhish websites detected by TxPhishScope.
Specifically, from November 25, 2022, to July 31, 2023, we detected
26,333 TxPhish websites and 3,486 phishing accounts. Among
them, 93.1% of TxPhish websites are first discovered by us. To
block detected TxPhish websites, prevent users’ loss, and verify
our results, we organize the evidence and report them to Meta-
Mask [36] and Forta [39] on a daily basis. Besides, we also report
these phishing accounts to etherscan. Since MetaMask, etherscan
is the most popular wallet and browser on Ethereum, any legiti-
mate projects mistakenly reported by us would contact us quickly.
Maintainers of Forta would check our phishing reports, too. Up to
now, we haven’t received any false positive feedback.

In order to compare our reported TxPhish websites with others,
we have collected all phishing websites reported in MetaMask [36]
and Chainabuse [26] since February 1, 2023. As some phishing web-
sites have been taken down or are no longer active when reported,
we cannot judge whether they are TxPhish websites. So we only
compare the number of alive TxPhish websites reported by us
and others. To ensure the accuracy of the comparison, we crawl
the reported phishing websites every hour for manual checks. For
simplicity, we consider any websites that prompt users to connect
their wallet as TxPhish websites. Figure 5 summarizes the number
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Figure 5: Number of TxPhish Websites First Reported by us

and Others from February 1, 2023, to July 31, 2023. 78.9% of

TxPhish websites are first reported by us.

of TxPhish websites reported by us and others. Statistically, from
February 1, 2023, to July 31, 2023, we first reported 18,652 TxPhish
websites, making up 78.9% of all TxPhish websites. In summary,
TxPhishScope is the largest TxPhish website detection system.

In addition to effectively blocking a significant number of Tx-
Phish websites, we also helped the community in other ways. For
instance, we presented incriminating evidence for four phishing
accounts, along with their fund flow of $1.5 million, to assist
in the restitution of funds to victims. Meanwhile, we discovered
bugs for six Ethereum projects and received their appreciation.
Specifically, the project party fails to check whether users set the
right blockchain, users would lose money if they don’t check the
transaction carefully.

4.7 Comparison with Existing Works

Research efforts aimed at detecting phishing websites have been in
continuous development for over a decade. Generally, the detection
methods can be implemented based on features extracted from URL
string [75, 84, 92, 94, 100], web page components [88, 93, 102], visual
elements [71, 72, 76, 81, 89, 90]. In the Domain Scoring Algorithm
of TxPhishScope, we draw inspiration from them and incorporate
techniques, such as editing distance [75, 84, 92, 94, 100] and key-
word matching [74, 99], to discover potentially suspicious websites.
The key observation of these works is that phishing websites typi-
cally utilize URLs and web page designs that closely resemble those
of legitimate websites to mislead and deceive users.

In contrast, the primary method utilized to detect TxPhish web-
sites is through phishing transactions, which also enables the effi-
cient extraction of phishing accounts. We design TxPhishScope to
achieve a large-scale detection of TxPhish websites and phishing
accounts. In statistics, from February 1, 2023, to July 31, 2023, we
discovered 26,333 TxPhish websites and 3,486 phishing accounts
with no false positives.

4.8 Limitations

Once the implementation details of TxPhishScope are understood,
it may be possible for individuals to devise targeted techniques to
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from certificate registration. TxPhishwebsites remain active
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of (more than 86.2%) them within one day and two days
9
,

respectively.

evade our detection mechanisms. More specifically, TxPhish web-
sites can attempt bypassing the detection of TxPhishScope during
various stages, such as when scoring domains, initiating phishing
transactions, or classifying phishing transactions. Nevertheless,
due to our modular design, TxPhishScope is extensible to address
potential issues that may arise in the future.

While the design of TxPhishScope is straightforward, it has
proven highly effective in detecting numerous TxPhish websites,
making it a valuable data source for measurement purposes. Next,
we will conduct an in-depth analysis of TxPhish websites in Sec-
tion 5 and examine the fund flows associatedwith phishing accounts
in Section 6. These analyses will provide valuable insights into the
nature and impact of TxPhish activities on Ethereum.

5 ANALYSIS OF TXPHISH WEBSITES

In order to gain a more comprehensive understanding of TxPhish
websites and provide guidance for anti-phishing efforts, we conduct
a thorough analysis of the phishing websites detected by TxPhish-
Scope and other reporters mentioned in Section 4.6. As a result,
we identify three key properties of these phishing websites: short
lifespan, low cost, and fast update speed.

5.1 Short Lifespan

From February 1, 2023, to July 31, 2023, we successfully gathered
the lifespan data of 12,327 TxPhish websites detected by TxPhish-
Scope. Our data collection includes the time of certificate registra-
tion, detection, reporting, and shutdown of these websites. As can
be seen from Figure 6, since certificate registration, we detect and
report TxPhish websites in 15 hours and 31 hours, on average.
Once detected, these websites remain online for an average of 113
hours. Furthermore, for 69.4% of TxPhish websites, their lifespans
from certificate issuance to shutdown are within seven days. These

9There may be some time latency when we adjust and optimize TxPhishScope.
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Table 3: Top-5 Certificate Registrars of TxPhish Websites.

83.3% of TxPhishwebsites use free certificates to lower Costs.

Certificate Registrar Number Proportion

Let’s Encrypt 12,725 67.4%
Google Trust Services 2,634 13.9%

Sectigo Limited 1,751 9.3%
cPanel 1,031 5.5%
ZeroSSL 364 1.9%

findings underscore the significance of timely reporting and block-
ing of TxPhish websites, enabling swift protection for the majority
of users. Moreover, our system demonstrates remarkable efficiency,
successfully detecting and reporting over 86.2% of these websites
within one day and two days, respectively.

Despite the short lifespan of TxPhish websites, criminal activ-
ities carried out by associated phishing groups persist. Typically,
when a TxPhish is about to go offline, the same phishing account
is likely to be present on another website quickly. Based on our
detection results, we have identified 445 active phishing accounts
that have been in operation for over a month. Taking inspiration
from this observation, we proceeded to enhance TxPhishScope by
incorporating additional detection criteria. Specifically, if the tar-
get address matches a known phishing entry in our database, we
swiftly identify the suspicious website as a TxPhish website.

5.2 Low Cost

Since phishing syndicates tend to launch large quantities of phish-
ing websites at the same time, they attempt to minimize their cost.
To investigate this trend, we gather WHOIS records and certifi-
cate information for 18,884 TxPhish websites. Disregarding the
expenses associated with coding, we analyze the phishing cost from
the perspective of domain and certificate registration.
Registering certificates for free. As can be seen from Table 3,
83.3% of TxPhish websites use free certificates offered by Let’s
Encrypt [43], Google Trust Services [41], and ZeroSSL [69].
Using a shared parent domain to save expense. In an effort to re-
duce domain registration costs, numerous phishing websites share
a common parent domain. For instance, we come across 195 Tx-
Phish websites that share the parent domain whitelist-airdrops.com,
which was registered throughWEBCC [65]. And all of the certifi-
cates are issued by Let’s Encrypt freely. According to the price list
ofWEBCC [66], the registration fee for whitelist-airdrops.com for
a year is $24.6, implying that the registration fee for both the do-
main and the certificate of *.whitelist-airdrops.com is only $0.13.
Additionally, out of the 18,884 TxPhish websites, we have found
6,754 (35.8%) websites that share 673 parent domains. Driven by
this phenomenon, we take action against these TxPhish websites
that share parent domains by directly reporting and blocking their
parent domains.

5.3 Fast Update Speed

In the world of Web3, new projects and technologies are continu-
ously emerging. However, any novel development on Ethereum can
be leveraged by scammers to deceive and cheat unsuspecting users.

Table 4: Popular Projects and Related TxPhish Websites

around their Trending Phases

Popular

Projects

Most Trending

Phases

Number of Related

TxPhish Websites

TrustPad [61] January 2023 176 in 22 days
Blur [21] February 2023 265 in 34 days

zkSync [70] March 2023 168 in 20 days
Arbitrum [16] March 2023 641 in 24 days
AIDOGE [12] April 2023 104 in 18 days
pepe [50] May 2023 434 in 38 days

As a result, different from traditional phishing websites, TxPhish
websites update rapidly.
The content of TxPhishwebsites updates rapidly.OnEthereum,
hot events happen every day, making associated projects get pop-
ular quickly. Exploiting this, scammers deploy large numbers of
similar phishing websites at the same time. Table 4 shows the num-
ber of related TxPhishwebsites for several popular projects in 2023.
For instance, during the Arbitrum [16] airdrop around March 2023,
which attracted many users, we identified 641 fake Arbitrum Tx-
Phish websites in 24 days. Based on this observation, our crawlers
are continuously gathering the most recent information on popu-
lar Web3 projects from CoinMarketCap [29], DappRadar [34], and
CoinGecko [28].
The type of phishing transactions updates rapidly. In Sec-
tion 3.2.1, we summarize three types of phishing transactions. Nev-
ertheless, with new technologies appearing, scammers might lever-
age them to develop novel forms of phishing transactions. As a
result, the toolkits of TxPhish websites are updated every few
weeks [30, 42]. For instance, the zero-dollar purchase phishing tech-
nique was previously limited to Opensea orders. However, after
observing a significant increase in the number of Blur users, we
also discover evidence of zero-dollar purchase phishing for Blur
orders [68] on TxPhish websites. Through file hash matching, we
identify 270 similar TxPhish websites in March 2023. While we
have provided a comprehensive overview of phishing transactions,
there is always the possibility of new types emerging in the future.
Additionally, we will diligently monitor TxPhish toolkits to stay
up-to-date with the latest information on phishing transactions.

5.4 Comparison with Existing Works

Previous research has measured the life cycle and ecosystem of
phishing websites from various perspectives. Oest et al. [96] present
the study of anti-phishing techniques by analyzing phishing toolk-
its. Oest et al. [97] uncover the end-to-end life cycle and effective-
ness of phishing attacks. PhishTime [95] measures the effectiveness
of anti-phishing blacklists. CrawlPhish [107] conducts a large-scale
analysis of cloaking techniques deployed on the client side. Bijmans
et al. [74] measure the Dutch phishing campaigns from the perspec-
tives of phishing kits, domains, and phishing website deployments.
Kondracki et al. [85] depict theMan-in-the-Middle (MITM) phishing
toolkits, forwarding requests between the victims and target servers.
And they propose a detection system based on network timing and
TLS library features. Zhang et al. [109] summarize all anti-phishing
techniques and implement an automated client-side framework to
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assist users in evading phishing websites. The framework achieves
this by making legitimate users appear like anti-phishing crawlers.

Although our analysis of lifecyle for TxPhish websites is par-
tially overlapped with existing works [74, 87], we measure their
lifespan in a more comprehensive way, including certificate regis-
ter, detection, report, and offline time. In addition, we reveal the
remarkably low cost of TxPhish websites from the perspectives
of certificate and domain registration. What’s more, we unveil the
rapid update speed of TxPhish toolkits, both in terms of webpage
content and phishing transaction types.

6 ANALYSIS OF FUND FLOW

To aid in the recovery of funds for victims, it is crucial to conduct a
thorough analysis of the fund flow associated with these phishing
accounts. To this end, we first extract history transactions from
active phishing accounts identified by TxPhishScope. Then we
summarize common techniques for handling phishing funds. Next,
based on these insights, we propose to build a fund flow graph
for each account. Finally, from the results of the fund flow graphs,
we present the distribution of phishing fund flows and behavioral
patterns associated with each account.

6.1 Collection of Phishing Transactions

From detection results of TxPhishScope in Section 4.6, we have
identified active phishing accounts (having over 10 transactions in
one year) and their corresponding incoming transactions of funds
(amounting to more than $100). Despite the incoming funds not
necessarily originating from a victim, it is still under the possession
of the phishing group, which can provide valuable insights into
the fund flow patterns of the related group. To expand our dataset,
we also include the target addresses found in the TransferFrom

function call for approval phishing. In statistics, we collected 630

phishing accounts and 10,705 incoming transactions. Since we have
manually verified these addresses and shared relevant evidence
of phishing with etherscan, they can be regarded as reliable and
accurate data.

6.2 Techniques for Handling Phishing Funds

Figure 7 illustrates methods for managing funds in a phishing ac-
count. More precisely, the process involves either directly exchange
tokens through Centralized Exchanges (CEXs) or first laundering
money to conceal the illegality of funds.
Exchanging tokens via CEXs. In a typical scam scenario, scam-
mers can convert their illicit tokens into cash or other types of
tokens by transferring them to a centralized exchange (CEX). How-
ever, if scammers deposit these tokens directly into a CEX, it is
relatively easy for the CEX to trace the scamming account back to
the actual identity of the scammer in real life. To avoid detection,
scammers need to launder these tokens and transfer them to an
address that appears legitimate.
Laundering money via zero-knowledge proof-based mixers.

In this scenario, the user can deposit tokens into several smart
contracts, and subsequently withdraw these deposits to a different
address with a cryptographic proof. This makes it impossible to link
the deposit to the withdrawal, thereby enabling users to launder
their funds without revealing their identity. The most commonly

Figure 7: Methods for Managing Funds in a Phishing Ac-

count. It can either exchange tokens directly via Centralized

Exchanges (CEXs) or first launder money through mixers,

cross-chain bridges, or other means.

used service for zero-knowledge proof-based money laundering
on Ethereum are Tornado Cash [59], Aztec Connect [17], Secret
Network [57].
Laundering money via cross-chain bridges. The purpose of
cross-chain bridges is to facilitate asset liquidity among different
blockchains. However, since there are numerous cross-chain bridges
with varying design mechanisms, it can be challenging to establish
an automatic identification scheme of the source and destination ad-
dresses in cross-chain transactions. Consequently, scammers resort
to launching multiple cross-chain transactions to evade detection.
Laundering money via other methods. Apart from the three
methods mentioned above, we have encountered several phishing
accounts with intricate fund flow transactions. In such cases, to-
kens are transferred among dozens or even hundreds of accounts.
It’s possible that these accounts are involved in the distribution of
spoils among a vast phishing group. Also, they may leverage money
laundering services provided by underground economy organiza-
tions. Nevertheless, due to the absence of off-chain information and
labels associated with these accounts, we are unable to determine
the fund flow for these cases promptly.

6.3 Constructing Fund Flow Graphs

To clearly demonstrate the path and destination of fund flow, we
propose to construct a fund flow graph. For each phishing account,
we would analyze its incoming transactions one by one and build
its fund flow graph. The construction process is outlined below.
• S1: extract the sender and recipient from the transaction.

To begin analyzing a transaction, we extract the sender and
recipient addresses, as well as the token value transferred.

• S2: add the fund flow into the graph. Within the graph, each
node represents an account address, and the edge value denotes
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Table 5: Distribution of Fund Flow Targets

Type of Fund Flow Targets Amount Proportion Most Popular Targets Amount Proportion

Centralized Exchange services $43.7M 54.0%

Binance $13.6M 16.8%
OKX $8.9M 11.0%
eXch $4.1M 5.0%

SimpleSwap $2.6M 3.2%

Zero-knowledge proof-based mixers $9.5M 11.8% Tornado Cash $9.3M 11.6%
Secret Network $0.2M 0.2%

Cross-chain bridges $2.4M 2.9%
TransitSwap $0.9M 1.1%

SWFT $0.6M 0.7%
Socket $0.2M 0.2%

Remain in accounts $7.0M 8.7%
0x6345****060e 10 $0.9M 1.1%
0xd6b8****9287 11 $0.4M 0.5%
0x2992****5479 12 $0.3M 0.4%

Other methods $18.2M 22.6% Stake $2.7M 3.4%

the list of transactions made between two addresses. If a node or
edge is absent from the graph, we will add them individually.

• S3: determine whether or not to terminate. Sometimes, if
the money laundering process is too complex, our analysis could
get stuck in an endless loop. To prevent this, we have established
three conditions for terminating the analysis. First, if the recipient
address is a CEX service provider, we can halt and save related ev-
idence as it can assist victims in recovering their funds. Secondly,
if the recipient address is a mixer or cross-chain bridge, we also
terminate the analysis due to the difficulty of analysis. Thirdly,
if the recursive depth surpasses 10 or the recipient address is a
super node having more than 3000 transactions, we will stop as
the further fund flow is too complex. For other situations, we
will progress to S4.

• S4: search for following transfer transactions and go to S1.

We will track the fund flow of the token extracted in S1 for the
subsequent transfers of the recipient address. If there are any
following transfers associated with the token, we would go to
S1 and track the same amount of tokens again. Any remaining
tokens in the recipient address will be labeled as "remained". To
avoid analyzing the same amount of tokens multiple times, We
would keep track of the number of tokens already analyzed in
each transfer.

6.4 Distributions of Fund Flow targets

Table 5 shows the distribution of fund flow targets. As the value
of cryptocurrency fluctuates on a daily basis, we monitored a to-
tal inflow of $80.8 million worth of tokens into various targets
from the incoming tokens valued at $81.0 million. Among them,
we could successfully trace 80.8% of funds to public projects or
accounts on Ethereum.
$43.7 million flowed into CEXs. Unlike Ethereum attacks that
cause losses of millions of dollars across several transactions, phish-
ing scams typically only earn a few thousand dollars from a single
account. In statistics, among transactions of all phishing accounts,
there are 8364 (78.1%) transfers earning less than $5000. Due to the

100x6345285f2f9ecbd2ff75605c6b5fd2c08436060e
110xd6b8c482c1f06265223b8bd0ad6efbf1214a9287
120x29923892bea33877dcddd3ea321b2c086a735479

difficulty for victims to gather their evidence and contact authori-
ties, phishing gangs feel emboldened to transfer their illicit funds
to centralized exchanges (CEXs) and exchange them for cash or
other types of tokens. As a result, an astonishing sum of $43.7 mil-

lion flowed into CEXs, with Binance, OKX, eXch, and SimpleSwap
emerging as the top four, accounting for 16.8%, 11.0%, 5.0%, and
3.2% of the total funds respectively. By providing sufficient criminal
evidence of phishing accounts and their associated fund flows to
CEXs, victims can rapidly identify the true identity of the scammers.
$9.5 million flowed into mixers. Since the privacy of funds flow-
ing into mixers is ensured by zero-knowledge proof, It is impossible
to map the deposit to the withdrawal. This makes mixers a more
desirable option for money laundering compared to cross-chain
bridges. Among the three commonly used mixers, Tornado Cash
is the most favored, receiving approximately 11.6% of the funds.
Although Tornado Cash has been sanctioned by U.S. Treasury since
August 8, 2022 [63], scammers still prefer it as their primary option
for laundering money.
$7.0 million remained in accounts. In order to conceal the final
destination of their illegal tokens, certain scammers opt to delay
processing phishing funds for a specified period. As of August 10,
2023, approximately 8.7% of these funds tend to linger in particular
accounts. Since we only tracked phishing transactions mentioned
above, there may be discrepancies between the actual token values
held in an account and our estimated values. For instance, accord-
ing to the fund flow graph, 0xd6b8****9287 retains around $0.402
million, whereas a manual inspection of the account reveals that it
holds tokens worth $0.441 million. The left $0.040 million could be
attributed to other sources, but it’s also plausible that it constitutes
illegal funds obtained by the phishing groups involved. We strongly
recommend that victims closely monitor the flow of funds in these
accounts and take immediate action if any transfers are made to
cryptocurrency exchanges (CEXs) or other public services.
$18.2M was processed via other methods. Out of all the fund
flow tokens, a total of $18.2 million was not processed with
the three methods mentioned above. Despite this, it has come
to our attention that $2.7 million (3.4%) was transferred into
stake.com [58], an online casino. It is also a form of money laun-
dering, since we fail to trace the phishing funds to a specific trans-
action, especially when the scammers exhaust the victims’ tokens.
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Table 6: Fund Flow Behavioral Patterns of Phishing Accounts.

44.8% of phishing accounts would exchange most of (more

than 80%) their funds. While 13.2% of them would first laun-

der money via public services.

Fund Flow Pattern Number of Phishing Accounts

Exchanging tokens via CEXs 282 (44.8%)
Launder money via public services 83 (13.2%)

Above 2 ways combined 83 (13.2%)
Remain in accounts 35 (5.6%)

Uncertain 147 (23.3%)

Meanwhile, we noticed that $6.7 million (8.2%) flowed into 280

supernodes having more than 3000 transactions. However, due to
insufficient on-chain data, we are unable to determine their spe-
cific purposes. These accounts may be used for public services, but
they could also belong to black market entities involved in money
laundering activities.
57.9% of phishing accounts have fixed fund flow behavioral

patterns. As can be seen from Table 6, 44.8% of phishing accounts
exchange most of their funds via CEXs. And 13.2% of them first
launder most of their money through public services (mixers, cross-
chain bridges, Stake, and payment services). This indicates that
they possess fixed fund flow behavioral patterns. While 13.2% of
phishing accounts process their funds both via CEXs and public
money laundering services, this may be attributed to the sharing of
profits among members of the phishing group. In conclusion, the
key to enforcing sanctions against scammers and facilitating the re-
covery of funds for victims lies in the collaborative efforts of public
service providers, law enforcement, and the victims themselves.

6.5 Comparison with Existing Works

In the last few years, research works on detecting and measuring
phishing accounts on Ethereum have flourished. Since the trans-
action behavior of phishing accounts are different from those le-
gitimate ones, several works have been proposed to extract fea-
tures from transaction networks and train AI models for identifi-
cation [77, 78, 83, 86, 101, 103, 105, 106]. Phillips et al. [98] present
the distributions of phishing fund source and destination.

To the best of our knowledge, we conduct the most extensive
analysis of phishing fund flows on Ethereum, encompassing a vast
number of transactions (exceeding 10,000) and a substantial fund
volume (over $80.0 million). Our study reveal that a flow of funds
exceeding $43.7 million directed towards CEXs and specific public
service accounts, thereby facilitating the recovery of phishing funds.
Additionally, we discover that an amount around $7.0 million still
resides within certain phishing accounts, enabling the possibility
of monitoring the subsequent fund flow destinations. Moreover,
we categorize phishing accounts based on behavioral patterns and
identify that 57.9% of phishing accounts exhibit consistent and
fixed fund flow behaviors.

6.6 Limitations

Due to insufficient off-chain information, we are unable to conduct
a comprehensive analysis of it. Before the funds eventually make
their way to CEXs, mixers, cross-chain bridges, or other money

laundering services, a series of intricate transactions take place.
The reasons behind these transactions, such as profit distribution
or money laundering in illicit market activities, are challenging to
elucidate.

7 RELATEDWORK

7.1 Detecting Web3 Scams

Several techniques have been proposed to detect Web3 scams. In
phishing account detection, since they are different from legitimate
ones in transaction frequency and targets, several works have been
proposed to extract features from transaction networks and train
AI models for identification [78, 86]. For scam token detection, Xia
et al. [104] suggest extracting time-series, transaction, investor, and
uniswap-specific features to train a classifier. SCSGuard [82] utilizes
n-gram features and attention neural network to detect scams in
smart contracts from the bytecode of contracts. SADPonzi [79]
proposes detecting Ponzi scams in smart contracts by extracting
semantic information through symbolic execution and comparing
it to summarized Ponzi scheme patterns.

7.2 Measuring Security Issues on Ethereum

The world of Ethereum has faced many security issues since its
inception. At the same time, various research endeavors have been
undertaken to quantify and comprehend these security concerns.
Das et al. [80] present a systematic overview of the NFT ecosystem
and uncover associated security issues. Lyu et al. [91] perform a
detailed analysis of private transactions and their security implica-
tions on Ethereum. Roy et al. [99] study NFT promotion phishing
scams on twitter. Then, they develop ML-based models to detect
NFT-based phishing websites and fradulent NFT phishing projects
on twitter. TxPhish websites that impersonate NFT projects can
also be classified as NFT-based phishing websites. Li et al. [87]
study the giveaway scams, where users send tokens to a designated
address with the expectation of receiving double the amount in
return, only to end up receiving nothing in the end. In our research,
we concentrate on the large-scale detection of TxPhish websites
via phishing transactions, allowing us to conduct a comprehensive
measurement of both TxPhish websites and the phishing fund flow.

8 FUTUREWORK

Detecting phishing contracts. As previously stated, numerous
phishing contracts have been found to withdraw victims’ tokens
directly. These contracts often have misleading withdraw function
names, such as "Claim Token" or "Security Update", which can be
highly deceptive. Currently, the detection of such contracts relies
mostly on manual inspection. Automated detection after they have
been deployed on-chain is an area for future research.
Analyzing the workflow of TxPhish groups. Due to the poten-
tial for TxPhish to generate significant profits in a short period, the
number of individuals joining phishing groups has been steadily
increasing. Additionally, we have observed numerous websites and
Telegram groups selling toolkits specifically designed for TxPhish.
Despite these trends, there remains a lack of comprehensive re-
search regarding the advertising and profit distribution processes
utilized by phishing groups.
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9 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we provide a comprehensive analysis of TxPhish.
Then we review existing sources of reports on TxPhish and iden-
tify several limitations. To address these issues simultaneously, we
introduce a system for detecting TxPhish websites called TxPhish-
Scope. The results of our system show that it is the largest TxPhish
website detection system available. Moreover, we provided crimi-
nal evidence of four phishing accounts with a total fund flow of
$1.5 million, which could aid in the recovery of funds for victims.
Additionally, we discovered bugs in six Ethereum projects, avoid-
ing potential user losses and receiving appreciation. Based on the
detection results of TxPhishScope, we conduct comprehensive mea-
surements of TxPhish websites and phishing accounts. We reveal
the ecosystem of TxPhishwebsites through their lifespan, cost, and
update frequency. Besides, we conduct an in-depth analysis of the
fund flow targets and behavioral patterns of phishing accounts. Our
discoveries can act as a reference for Ethereum service providers to
protect their users from phishing scams and assist in the recovery
of victims’ funds.
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